
Doing Things Right vs Doing the Right Things: Tidbits from 
“The Effective Executive” 

During the Ice Age, cavemen worried about gathering enough food for 
their tribe’s survival. In the 21st century, housemen fret that the supermarket 
doesn’t have gluten free pasta. That isn’t to say decisions we face aren’t as 
meaningful; in fact, they are even more so. From Instagram to atomic bombs, 
we have technology at our fingertips that can affect the world in a heartbeat. 
Today we are in greater positions of decision making power than ever before.    
	 	 Due to rapidly advancing technology, a distracted-by-his-phone, 15 year 
old frozen yogurt server doesn’t have to spend nearly as much time calculating 
transactions as the sharp 35 year old carpet merchant of the 12th century. The 
handy number zero was new to the Europeans back then; therefore, more time 
was spent using the zero correctly. Today we spend greater time using the 
number zero to do the right things.  
	 	 The point is that people today are blessed or cursed (depending on their 
viewpoint) with more time to make meaningful decisions. Yogurt boy can think 
about how to be more effective with his customers as opposed to the children 
of 19th century England who worked 16 hour days and were forced to think 
about making sure their fingers didn’t get sliced off by heavy machinery.  

“A country with many laws is a country of incompetent lawyers says an 
old legal proverb… Similarly an executive who makes many decisions is both 
lazy and ineffectual,” writes management consultant and Austrian born author 
Peter Drucker in his self-help book The Effective Executive. Published in 1966, 
Drucker’s book is about how to become a more effective decision maker and 
how society will need more critical thinkers as the demand for manual labor 
wanes. What follows are some of his philosophies, arguments and quotes from 
the book.   

1) 	 Effective executives obtain varying and dissenting opinions before 
making a decision. George Washington sought advice from both Thomas 
Jefferson and James Madison for the very reason that they had contrasting 
opinions. “An effective decision is one based on a judgement of dissenting 
opinions instead of a consensus of facts,” Drucker writes.  



 

2) 	 “The product made this company; therefore, it’s going to stay!” This 
stubborn attitude should be avoided. Effective executives look at both products 
that are successful and try to improve and/or replace them. Here’s why: 
	 	  
	 	 A) Reality is change.  
	 	 B) Change is perpetual.  
	 	 C) Therefore, one must not get complacent with what is excellent today.  

There is a good chance that what is sharp today will be dull tomorrow. “The 
entrepreneur always searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as an 
opportunity,” writes Drucker.  

3) 	 Telling a subordinate, “You can’t do that,” is pretense for, “I’m too lazy.” 

4) 	 There was a time when the automobile industry focused more resources 
on trying to prevent car accidents instead of improving car safety. They 
improved the roads and taught people to become better drivers. Eventually, 
US senators castigated the heads of the industry for the unsafe cars. Although 
the number of accidents had gone down, the number of severe accidents had 
climbed. The industry was focused on the wrong objective, wrong because it 
was delusional - preventing car crashes altogether. The executives should have 
focused more energy on engineering cars that could withstand crashes instead 
of engineering people into error-free drivers.  



5) “An executive who makes many decisions is lazy and ineffectual,” 
Drucker writes. Most problems are generic; therefore, an effective executive 
should have policies already in place when seemingly new problems arise. For 
example, when someone starts their first day at a new job, they should already 
have a game plan. Even if it’s their very first job, they should remember that a 
new job isn’t an entirely new phenomenon for them. They’ve had first days of 
chores, school, sports, kissing, etc. By now they should have a system of how 
to deal with new days in general. For example:  
	  
	 A) Joey doesn’t remember things the first time he hears them.  
	 B) The new job requires Joey to memorize many things 
	 C) Therefore, if Joey wants to remember the new job details, he shouldn’t 	
	     rely on his memory but make handwritten notes like he does in school. 

6) 	 Ineffective executives hold many business meetings. 

7) Mozart could work on multiple compositions at once, and they would all 
turn into masterpieces. Every other genius spent their time on one project at a 
time. An effective executive should not jump from task to task. For example, a 
person who takes breaks after writing for fifteen minutes will never get much 
written of quantity or depth. The mental phenomenon of flow takes awhile to 
kick in. Once a person gets into the flow of work, they really begin to focus. 
Amadeus Mozart is the only exception to this rule in recorded history, Drucker 
notes. 

8) 	 One must remember the boundary conditions of a decision. In 1961, 
President John F. Kennedy was arming Cuban rebels in an effort to overthrow 
Fidel Castro. However, Kennedy didn’t want the world to find out that America 



was behind the coup, so he didn’t back the rebels with US soldiers. The Bay of 
Pigs Invasion coup ended in disaster.  
	 	 Drucker notes that Kennedy was trying to secure two objectives: 

	 Objective A) Overthrow Fidel Castro with armed Cuban rebels.  
	 Objective B) Keep hidden from the world that America is backing the rebels.   
	 	  
	 	 Kennedy should have focused on attaining one objective instead of two. 
Trying to accomplish both was showing a lack of focus and confidence. 
Kennedy went into the operation unprepared to abandon one objective to save 
the other.  
	 	 Drucker argues that the president wasn’t realistic about the boundaries 
of the objectives. A successful coup required Kennedy to embrace a more 
active role in the operation. The President however was not confident of 
presenting himself in that light on the world stage. In wartime especially, a “no 
matter the cost” mentality is vital. The cost (aka the boundary) of a successful 
coup was taking responsibility for it.  

9) 	 Make jobs that people can actually do. For example, the company that 
creates a job requiring a high degree of knowledge and/or experience has a 
small labor pool to choose from. The current job market should be studied 
before creating a new role to make sure there are specialists within hiring 
distance.  

10) 	 There will be an increasing number of jobs that require decision makers. 
Computers have began making decisions based on man-made systems, Drucker 
notes. This will free up time for humans to make even weightier decisions. For 
example, in the future, humans will no longer have to decide how to uproot a 
certain vegetable from the ground, but will focus on economic choices such as 
whether to continue growing the crop. 



11) 	 One must eventually make a decision and know when looking at more 
data is only procrastinating the decision. 

	  

12)	 Feed strengths and starve weaknesses. An accountant might not get 
along with others, but he’s great at bookkeeping. Drucker argues that an 

Why is Grant on the $50 bill? Not because of his term as president (he’s 
regarded as one of the worst), but because he did what no other general at the 
time could do - he looked up from the casualty lists and kept charging forward.  



executive shouldn’t force the antisocial accountant to be gregarious. Instead, 
put the accountant in a room with little or no contact with others and let him 
focus on what he does best. Don’t force him to do what he’s not good at. 
Focus on a person’s strengths, not their weaknesses.  

13)	 An effective executive should not want to make her workers generalists. 
A generalist is one who can do many things, e.g., an accountant with tax 
knowledge, social skills and management know-how. An executive should let 
the employee focus on honing their special qualities. Sure, Galileo did many 
things and did them great, but if he never studied the stars with his telescopes 
we would hardly know him. Galileo’s place is cemented in the history books 
because he excelled at astronomy.   

14)	 When rumors were rampant that US General Ulysses S. Grant was a 
heavy drinker, Abraham Lincoln commented that he would like to send what 
Grant drank to his other generals. Lincoln didn’t focus on Grant’s drinking, he 
focused on Grant’s strengths. When Grant was hated on, even by Lincoln’s 
wife, for throwing men into the meat grinder during the Civil War, Lincoln was 
told he should sack the man. “I can’t spare this man, he fights!” Lincoln 

Galileo discovered the planetary phases of Venus, 
four of Jupiter's moons and Saturn's rings. 



exclaimed. Lincoln focused on the fact that Grant was finally a general that 
moved into Confederate territory instead of waiting for ideal conditions to 
attack.  

 

 

15)	 By 1966, the US army wasn’t able to keep as many doctors as it would 
have liked; in fact, there was a serious shortage. Many army doctors were 
being placed in administrative jobs by management in order to become “well-
rounded.” Drucker argues that people prefer to focus on what they are 
already specialized in. An organization that tries to make generalists will fail.  

16) 	 A boss who states that a standout employee is irreplaceable is revealing 
that they don’t have a Plan B.  

17) 	 One should have a plan B in case the unpredictable happens. Franklin 
D. Roosevelt had a plan to help the economy recover when he ran for the 
presidency in 1932. Then the economy tanked… again. Roosevelt dropped his 
economic plan in favor of a political one - reforming the economy. Critics noted 
that Roosevelt had transformed from a conservative and into a radical. Drucker 
argues that Roosevelt was adapting to a changing situation. If he’d continued 
on with his economic recovery plan he would have been trying to cram the 
wrong piece into a shifting puzzle. 

“In every battle there comes a time when both sides consider themselves beaten, then he 
who continues the attack wins,” said General Grant. His ability to invade the 
Confederacy at very high costs overshadowed (in Abraham Lincoln’s eyes) rumors of his 
drinking problems. 



18) 	 A company should have a 
system that both rewards its 
employees for effective actions and 
provides feedback on job 
performance.  

19) 	 When a company starts a new venture, an executive should not bring on 
new people to lead it. If an executive brings fresh recruits in, the new-hires will 
get bogged down in two objectives:  
	  
	 Objective A) 	 Getting acclimated to the new workplace.  
	 Objective B) 	 Working on the company’s new venture.  

	 	 Employees that have been at the company will have one objective as 
opposed to two.  

20) 	 Effective executives always ask questions such as:   

	 “What can I do with relative ease that others have a hard time executing?” 

	 	 As the world’s resources are used up, it’s important to learn how to 
effectively reuse materials. With more subjects and crafts to learn, it’s 
important to effectively manage our time. There are more options to choose 
from than ever before; therefore, it’s handy to learn how to effectively sift 
through them and come to the right decision. Peter Drucker’s, The Effective 
Executive, shows people how to be effective not just in the workplace but in all 
areas of one’s life.  

	 	  
	 	  




